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Abstract -For an odd prime number p, let L∞ be the Zp-anticyclotomic exten-
sion of an imaginary quadratic field L. We focus on the non-normal subextension
K∞ of L∞ fixed by a subgroup of order 2 in Gal(L∞/Q). After providing a general
result for dihedral extensions, we study the growth of the p-part of the class group
of the subfields of K∞/Q, providing a formula of Iwasawa type. Furthermore, we
describe the structure of the projective limit of these class groups.
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1 Introduction
The aim of the present paper is to study the growth of class numbers along a
tower of extensions which is not Galois over the ground field. More precisely,
let p be an odd prime, let L be a CM field and let L∞/L be a Zp-extension
such that L∞/L
+ is pro-p-dihedral (meaning that Gal(L∞/F
+) is a projec-
tive limit of dihedral groups of order 2pn, n > 1). We set K = L+. Hence
the situation is as follows:
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Such an extension always exists and, under Leopoldt conjecture for L with
respect to the prime p, there are precisely n/2 of them if n = [L : Q].
Note that Gal(L∞/K) is the semidirect product of Gal(L∞/L) ⋊∆ where
∆ = Gal(L/K). For every m > 1, denote by Km the subfield of L∞ which
is fixed by Gal(L∞/Lm) ⋊ ∆. Note that Gal(Lm/K) is a dihedral group
(isomorphic to Dpm).
Setting K∞ = ∪Km, the extension K∞/K shares some similarities with
Zp-extensions, still behaving in a different way. In particular it can be seen
as a particular case of what may be called a fake Zp-extension. Here is the
definition that we propose
Definition. Let p be a prime number, let K be a number field and let K∞/K
be a non Galois extension. Suppose that there exists a Galois extension
L/K disjoint from K∞/K such that LK∞ is a Galois closure of K∞/K. If
LK∞/L is a Zp-extension, then K∞/K is called a fake Zp-extension.
Our strategy to study the growth is to use a class number formula at
finite levels and then to pass to the limit. This formula is not new (see
for example [HK], [Ja1], [Le]...): anyway, we shall give a proof of it which
seems to be different from others that can be found in the literature. For a
number field M , let hM denote its class number, RM its regulator and EM
the group of units of M modulo torsion. In Section 2 we prove by analytic
means (essentially Brauer formula for Artin L-functions) the following result:
Theorem. Let q be an odd natural number and let F/K be a Galois exten-
sion whose Galois group is isomorphic to the dihedral group with 2q elements
Dq. Let L (resp. k) be the field fixed by the cyclic subgroup of order q (resp.
by one of the subgroups of order 2) of Gal(F/K). Then
hF = hL
h2k
h2K
· R
2
kRL
R2KRF
.
In order to pass to the limit we need to give an algebraic interpretation
to the ratio of regulators which appears in the theorem. This is done in
Section 3, essentially by an elementary but rather technical linear algebra
computation. The result is as follows:
Proposition. With notations as above, let k′ = ρ(k) where ρ is a generator
of the cyclic subgroup of order q in Gal(F/K). Then the following equality
holds:
[EF : EkEk′EL] =
qR2k2
n−1
QRFRK
.
where n = [K : Q].
Putting togheter the preceding theorem and the last proposition, we get
a formula in Theorem 3.4 relating the class numbers of L, F , K and k
involving only algebraic objects.
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In Section 4, we take K = Q. L is therefore an imaginary quadratic
field and there is only one Zp-extension of L which is pro-p-dihedral over
K, the so-called anticyclotomic Zp-extension of L, which we denote by L∞.
The main result of the section is then (notation as in the diagram at the
beginning)
Theorem. Let pεm be the order of the p-Sylow class group of Km. Then
there exist integers µK , λK , νK such that
2εm = µKp
m + λKm+ νK for m≫ 0 .
The main ingredients of the proof are the p-part of the formula proved in
Section 2 and Section 3, Iwasawa’s formula for L∞/L and the interpretation
of a quotient of units as a cohomology group (see Proposition 4.4). The
more “Iwasawa Theory” approach of passing to the limit on this quotient
and then descending fails here as the characteristic power series involved is
T , as discusses after Proposition 4.4. We also give an intepretation of the
invariants µK and λK in terms of the invariants µL and λL relative to L∞/L
(in fact we also get a proof of the parity of λK). In particular we find
µL = µK and λK = λL + λP
where λP is the Iwasawa λ-invariant relative to the Λ-module (Λ = Zp[[T ]])
which is the projective limit of the cyclic subgroups of ClLm generated by
the classes of the products of all prime ideals of Lm which lie over p. It is
worth mentioning that R. Gillard proved in [Gi] that
λL ≡ µL (mod 2) and µL 6 1 ,
the latter inequality becoming an equality if and only if p splits in L.
Section 5 is devoted to the study of the exact sequence
0→ Ker(ιm) −→ AKm ⊕AK ′m
ιm−→ ALm −→ ALm/AKmAK ′m → 0 . (1)
Here we denote by AM the p-Sylow of the class group of any number fieldM .
If M∞/M is a Zp-extension or a fake Zp-extension, let XM∞/M (or XM if
the (fake) Zp-extension is clear) be the projective limit of AMn with respect
to the norm map. Moreover
ιm
(
([I], [I ′])
)
= [II ′OLm ]
if I (resp. I ′) is an ideal of Km (resp. K
′
m). Here we are identifying
AKm and AK ′m with their isomorphic images in ALm (the extension maps
AKm → ALm and AK ′m → ALm are injections since Lm/Km and Lm/K ′m are
of degree 2 6= p). Passing to projective limit with respect to norms we get
0→ Ker(ι∞) −→ XK ⊕XK ′ ι∞−→ XL −→ XL/XKXK ′ → 0 . (2)
Then the main result of Section 5 is
3
Theorem. The following holds
1. Ker(ι∞) is a Zp-module of rank 1 if p splits in L and it is finite other-
wise;
2. XL/XKXK ′ is finite and its order divides h
(p)
L /p
n0 .
where n0 is the smallest natural number such that L∞/Ln0 is totally ramified
at every prime above p and h
(p)
L denotes the order of the p-Sylow subgroup
of the class group of L. In particular, XL is finitely generated as Zp-module
if and only if XK is finitely generated as Zp-module and its rank is twice the
rank of XK if p does not split and 2rkZpXK + 1 if p splits.
The tecniques involved in the proof give also an algebraic proof (only for
odd parts) of the formula proved in Section 2 and Section 3.
Aknowledgements We would like to thank Ralph Greenberg for suggest-
ing us to work on this topic and for many useful comments. Moreover, we
thank Jean-Franc¸ois Jaulent for informing us that most of the results of this
paper were proved with different techniques in [Ja2].
2 Class numbers formula for dihedral extensions.
Let q be an odd natural number. Let K be a number field and let F/K be
a Galois extension whose Galois group is isomorphic to the dihedral group
Dq (we shall identify from now on Gal(F/K) with Dq). Recall that Dq is
the group generated by ρ and σ with relations
ρq = σ2 = 1, σρσ = ρ−1 .
In particular Dq contains the cyclic group Cq of order q generated by ρ.
Let L be the subextension of F/K fixed by Cq. Similarly, let k be the
subextension of F/K fixed by the subgroup generated by σ.
LetM be a subextension of F/K: for a complex representation of Gal(F/M)
with character χ, we consider the attached Artin L-function that we denote
by L(s, χ, F/M) where s ∈ C has real part bigger than 1. We denote by
χM0 the trivial character of Gal(F/M): note that
L(s, χM0 , F/M) = ζM (s)
where ζM is the Dedekind zeta function of M . We use here the notation
ζ∗M (s) for the special value of ζM at s ∈ C r {1}: by definition, ζ∗M (s) is
the first nontrivial coefficient in the Taylor expansion of ζM around s. By
Dirichlet’s theorem, we have
ζ∗M(0) = −
hM
wM
RM , (3)
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where wM is the number of roots of unity contained in M (this formula
comes from the formula for the residue at 1 of ζM and the functional equa-
tion, see [Na], chapter 7). This notation will be used throughout of the
paper.
We briefly recall how the irreducible characters of Dq are defined (for
everything concerning representation theory in the following see [Se1], I,
§5.3). There are two representations of degree 1, namely
χ0(ρ
aσb) = 1 for each 0 6 a 6 q − 1, 0 6 b 6 1 ,
χ1(ρ
aσb) = (−1)b for each 0 6 a 6 q − 1, 0 6 b 6 1 .
Observe that χk0 = χ0. Furthermore there are q−1 representations of degree
2, namely ψ1, . . . , ψ(q−1) which are defined by
ψh(ρ
a) =
(
ζhaq 0
0 ζ−haq
)
, ψh(ρ
aσ) =
(
0 ζ−haq
ζhaq 0
)
∀ 0 6 a 6 q − 1 .
for every 1 6 h 6 q − 1, where ζq is a primitive q-th root of unity.
Proposition 2.1. Let r = (q − 1)/2. Then the representations
χ0, χ1, ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψr
are the irreducible representations of Dq.
Proof. See [Se1], I, §5.3.
In the following we shall denote by χ(h) the character of ψh. Furthermore,
if H is a subgroup of Dq and χ is a character of H whose corresponding
representations is ψ, we denote by Ind
Dq
H χ the character of the representation
of Dq induced by ψ. Then we have(
Ind
Dq
H χ
)
(u) =
∑
r∈R
r−1ur∈H
χ(r−1ur) , (4)
where R is any system of representatives for Dq/H. The next lemma de-
scribes the characters of some induced representations in terms of the irre-
ducible characters.
Lemma 2.2. The following holds
Ind
Dq
{1}χ
L
0 = χ0 + χ1 + 2
r∑
h=1
χ(h) , (5)
Ind
Dq
〈σ〉χ
K
0 = χ0 +
r∑
h=1
χ(h) , (6)
Ind
Dq
Cq
χF0 = χ0 + χ1 . (7)
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Proof. Equality in (5) follows from the fact that both terms equal the char-
acter of the regular representation of Dq.
In order to prove (6) we use (4) with H = 〈σ〉: choose R = Cq. Then clearly(
Ind
Dq
〈σ〉χ
K
0
)
(ρa) =
{
q if a = 0
0 if 0 < a 6 q − 1
and (
Ind
Dq
〈σ〉χ
K
0
)
(ρaσ) = 1
for every 0 6 a 6 q − 1 (since ρ−cρaσρc ∈ 〈σ〉 if and only if a ≡ 2c (mod q)
and the latter has only one solution). On the other hand, the right-hand
side of (6) verifies (
χ0 +
r∑
h=1
χ(h)
)
(1) = q
and, if 0 < a 6 q − 1,
(
χ0 +
r∑
h=1
χ(h)
)
(ρa) = 1 +
r∑
h=1
(
ζhaq + ζ
−ha
q
)
= 1 +
q−1∑
h=1
ζhaq = 1− 1 = 0 .
Furthermore, if 0 6 a 6 q − 1,(
χ0 +
r∑
h=1
χ(h)
)
(ρaσ) = 1 + 0 = 1
which completes the proof of (6); (7) can be proven similarly.
From now on, we let µ(M) denote the group of roots on unity of a
number field M .
Lemma 2.3. The following holds
µ(k) = µ(K), µ(F ) = µ(L) .
Proof. Let ζ ∈ µ(F ) \ µ(K) be a root of unity of F which does not lie
in K, and set M = K(ζ). Then M/K is a nontrivial abelian extension
of K contained in F . In particular Gal(F/M) contains the commutator
subgroup of Dq which is equal to Cq. Therefore, M/K being nontrivial,
Gal(F/M) = Cq and M = L. This shows at once that µ(L) = µ(F ) and
µ(k) = µ(K) (since F ∩ k = K).
Theorem 2.4. The following equality holds
ζF (s) = ζL(s)
ζk(s)
2
ζK(s)2
6
for each s ∈ Cr {1}. In particular
hF = hL
h2k
h2K
· R
2
kRL
R2KRF
,
and R2kRL/R
2
KRF is a rational number.
Proof. In the following we use various known properties of Artin L-functions:
for their proofs see [He], §3. First of all note that, for every s ∈ C such that
Re s > 1,
ζF (s) = L(s, χ
F
0 , F/F ) =
= L(s, Ind
Dq
{1}χ
F
0 , F/K) = L(s, χ0 + χ1 + 2
r∑
h=1
χ(h), F/K) =
= L(s, χ0, F/K)L(s, χ1, F/K)
r∏
h=1
L(s, χ(h), F/K)2
by Lemma 2.2.
Now we consider ζk: we have
ζk(s) = L(s, χ
k
0 , F/k) =
= L(s, Ind
Dq
〈σ〉χ
k
0 , F/K) = L(s, χ0 +
r∑
h=1
χ(h), F/K) =
= L(s, χ0, F/K)
r∏
h=1
L(s, χ(h), F/K)
by Lemma 2.2. Lastly, we consider ζL: we have
ζL(s) = L(s, χ
L
0 , F/L) =
= L(s, Ind
Dq
Cq
χk0 , F/K) = L(s, χ0 + χ1, F/K) =
= L(s, χ0, F/K)L(s, χ1, F/K)
again by Lemma 2.2. Hence
ζF (s) = ζL(s)
ζk(s)
2
ζK(s)2
(8)
for s ∈ C with Re s > 1 because
ζK(s) = L(s, χ0, F/K) .
We deduce that (8) holds for every s ∈ C r {1}. In particular the left and
the right terms have the same special value at 0. We then deduce from (3)
that
hF = hL
h2k
h2K
· R
2
kRL
R2KRF
· w
2
KwF
w2kwL
(9)
and the formula in our statement then comes from Lemma 2.3.
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3 Algebraic interpretation of regulators
We shall now prove an algebraic interpretation of the term (R2kRL)/(R
2
KRF )
appearing in Theorem 2.4. An algebraic proof of the formula resulting from
(9) can also be found in [HK], [Ja1], [Le] (see also the last section). The
notation is the same as in Section 2, but we fix the following convention for
the rest of this section:
K is totally real of degree n over Q while F is totally imaginary
(thus of degree 2qn). Therefore L is a CM-field and L+ = K.
As usual, r1(M) and r2(M) denote the number of real and imaginary places,
respectively, of a number field M , and we recall the notation r = (q − 1)/2
introduced in Proposition 2.1: we have
Lemma 3.1. With the above convention, r1(k) = n and r2(k) = n(q −
1)/2 = nr.
Proof. Since F is totally imaginary every infinite prime ϑ′i : F →֒ C of F has
a decomposition subgroup of order 2 insideDq. On the other hand, the num-
ber of real embeddings of k coincides with the number of infinite primes of k
that ramify in F/k, therefore such that I(ϑ′i) ⊆ Gal(F/k) where I(ϑ′i) is the
decomposition group of ϑ′i: this is equivalent to I(ϑ′i) = Gal(F/k). Inside F
there are exactly q fields of index 2, and they are all isomorphic to k: there-
fore the number of infinite primes of F such that I(ϑ′i) = Gal(F/k) must
coincide with the number of infinite primes such that I(ϑ′j) = Gal(F/k′)
for every k′ conjugate to k. Since there are exactly nq infinite primes in F ,
Dirichlet’s Box Principle tells us that exactly n decomposition subgroups
coincide with Gal(F/k), as stated.
Let now 1 6= ρ ∈ Dq be an automorphism of F fixing K of order q
and set k′ = ρ(k). Since σ and ρ generate Dq and k is fixed by σ, if
ρ(k) = k then k would be a normal extension of K: therefore k′ 6= k. We
set EF = O×F /torZO×F and similarly for k, k′, L and K. Note that there are
canonical embeddings Ek →֒ EF , Ek′ →֒ EF and EL →֒ EF . Moreover, it is
not hard to see that
EkEk′ = O×k O×k′/torZ(O×k O×k′)
(both groups are subgroups of EF ).
Lemma 3.2. O×k O×k′ is of finite index in O×F and EkEk′ is of finite index
in EF .
Proof. Clearly it is enough to prove the first assertion, since we have an
exact sequence
0→ torZO×F /torZ(O×k O×k′)→ O×F /O×k O×k′ → EF /EkEk′ → 0.
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Thanks to Lemma 3.1, rkZO×F = nq−1 while rkZO×k = rkZO×k′ = n(r+1)−1.
Therefore all we need to prove is that O×k ∩ O×k′ ⊆ O×K : indeed, this would
imply that O×k ∩O×k′ = O×K , and so rkZ(O×k O×k′) = rkZO×k +rkZO×k′−rkZO×K =
nq − 1 which is precisely rkZO×F .
But the inclusion O×k ∩O×k′ ⊆ O×K is immediate once we know that k∩k′ = K;
and this is clear, for Gal(F/k∩ k′) contains both σ and ρσ, and thus both σ
and ρ. Hence Gal(F/k ∩ k′) = Dq = Gal(F/K), from which k∩ k′ = K.
Remark. The above proof shows, in particular, thatO×k O×k′O×L (resp. EkEk′EL)
is of finite index in O×F (resp. EF ).
As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, the units of k have Z-rank equal to
n(r + 1)− 1, while those of K and of L have Z-rank equal to n− 1; finally,
then, rkZ(O×F ) = nq − 1. By the elementary divisors theorem and Lemma
2.3, we can choose subsets {ηj}n(r+1)j=1 ⊆ O×k and {aj}nj=1 ⊆ N such that
O×k = torZO×K ⊕
n(r+1)⊕
j=1
ηZj and O×K = torZO×K ⊕
n⊕
j=1
η
ajZ
j (10)
(recall that torZO×K = torZO×k , by Lemma 2.3). Then
O×k′ = torZO×K ⊕
n(r+1)⊕
j=1
ρ(ηj)
Z.
Moreover we also have
O×k O×k′ = torZ(O×k O×k′)⊕
n(r+1)⊕
j=1
ηZj ⊕
n(r+1)⊕
j=n+1
ρ(ηj)
Z. (11)
This can be seen as follows: first of all we show that
n(r+1)⊕
j=1
ηZj ∩
n(r+1)⊕
j=n+1
ρ(ηj)
Z = {1}.
Suppose that we have
n(r+1)∏
j=1
η
bj
j
n(r+1)∏
j=n+1
ρ(ηj)
cj = 1.
Then
n(r+1)∏
j=n+1
ρ(ηj)
cj ∈ O×k ∩ O×k′ = O×K = torZO×K ⊕
n⊕
j=1
η
ajZ
j .
9
Now note that ρ(ηj) = ηjζj where ζj ∈ torZO×F is an aj-th root of unity
(this follows from ρ(η
aj
j ) = η
aj
j which holds because η
aj
j ∈ K). This means
that
n(r+1)∏
j=n+1
ρ(ηj)
cj = ζ
n(r+1)∏
j=n+1
η
cj
j = ξ
n∏
j=1
η
ajdj
j
for some ξ ∈ torZO×K and ζ =
∏
ζ
cj
j . This equation can actually be seen in
O×F and gives ζ = ξ and cj = 0 for any n+ 1 6 j 6 n(r + 1) and dj = 0 for
any 1 6 j 6 n since
(torZO×F ∩ torZO×K)⊕
n(r+1)⊕
j=1
ηZj = {1}.
But then we also have bj = 0 for any 1 6 j 6 n(r + 1). Therefore (11) is
proved and we have
RF [EkE
×
k′ ] = RF
n(r+1)⊕
j=1
ηZj ⊕
n(r+1)⊕
j=n+1
ρ(ηj)
Z

where, for a subgroup A ⊆ EF , RF [A] denotes its regulator.
Remark. Before we prove the main result of this section we observe that
n∏
j=1
aj = |torZ(O×k /O×K)| (12)
(which is clear from (10)) and there is an isomorphism
torZ(O×k O×k′)/torZO×K ∼= torZ(O×k /O×K). (13)
To see this, consider the map
torZ(O×k O×k′)
φ−→ O×k /O×K
defined by φ(xx′) = [x], where x ∈ O×k , x′ ∈ O×k′ and xx′ ∈ torZ(O×k O×k′).
First of all, this definition makes sense, since if xx′ = yy′ with y ∈ O×k
and y′ ∈ O×k′ , then xy−1 = (x′)−1y′ ∈ Ok ∩ Ok′ = OK (and therefore
φ(yy′) = [y] = [x]). Now clearly torZ(O×K) = kerφ (once more because
Ok ∩ Ok′ = OK) and of course Imφ ⊆ torZ(O×k /O×K). On the other hand,
suppose that x ∈ O×k and there exists n ∈ N such that xn ∈ O×K . Then
(xρ(x−1))n = 1 (recall that ρ(k) = k′) which means that xρ−1(x−1) ∈
torZ(O×k O×k′) and φ(xρ(x−1)) = [x]. This proves Imφ = torZ(O×k /O×K) and
therefore φ gives an isomorphism as in (13). In particular using (12) and
(13), we get
n∏
j=1
aj = (torZ(O×k O×k′) : torZO×K). (14)
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Proposition 3.3. The following equality holds:
(O×F : O×k O×k′O×L ) =
qR2kRL
R2KRF
(O×k O×k′ ∩ O×L : O×K) .
Proof. Note that
(O×F : O×k O×k′O×L ) =
(O×F : O×k O×k′)
(O×k O×k′O×L : O×k O×k′)
=
=
(EF : EkEk′)(torZO×F : torZ(O×k O×k′))
(O×k O×k′O×L : O×k O×k′)
.
This follows from the fact that the natural map
O×k O×k′/torZ(O×k O×k′) −→ EkE′k = O×k O×k′torZ(O×F )/torZ(O×F )
is an isomorphism. Now
(EF : EkEk′)(torZO×F : torZ(O×k O×k′))
(O×k O×k′O×L : O×k O×k′)
=
=
(EF : EkEk′)(torZO×F : torZ(O×k O×k′))
(O×L : O×K)
(O×k O×k′ ∩ O×L : O×K).
Hence we need to prove that
(EF : EkEk′)(torZO×F : torZ(O×k O×k′))
(O×L : O×K)
=
qR2kRL
R2KRF
. (15)
We first prove that
RL[EkEk′ ] =
q2n−1(Rk)
2
RK
(torZ(O×k O×k′) : torZO×K). (16)
Thanks to Lemma 3.1 we define γ′l : k →֒ R for 0 6 l 6 n − 1 to be
the real embeddings of k and τ ′i : k →֒ C for 1 6 i 6 nr to be the non-
equivalent imaginary embeddings1 of k. Analogously, let ϑ′i : F →֒ C for
0 6 i 6 nq − 1 be the non-equivalent (imaginary) embeddings of F . We
order them so that ϑ′lq extends γ
′
l for 0 6 l 6 n− 1; while ϑ′lq+i and ϑ′lq+i+r
extend τ ′lr+i for 0 6 l 6 n− 1 and for 1 6 i 6 r. Without loss of generality
(changing ρ if necessary in another element of order q) we can also assume
that ρ(ϑ′lq+i) = ϑ
′
lq+i+1 for 0 6 i 6 r − 1 and 0 6 l 6 n − 1. The relation
ρσ = σρ−1 together with σ(ϑ′lq+i) = ϑ
′
lq+i+r then gives
ρ(ϑ′lq+i) = ϑ
′
lq+i+1 0 6 i 6 r − 1, 0 6 l 6 n− 1
ρ(ϑ′lq+r) = ϑ
′
(l+1)q−1 0 6 l 6 n− 1
ρ(ϑ′lq+r+1) = ϑ
′
lq 0 6 l 6 n− 1
ρ(ϑ′lq+r+j) = ϑ
′
lq+r+j−1 2 6 j 6 r, 0 6 l 6 n− 1 .
(17)
1The reason for the primes will appear shortly.
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By definition, setting ϑi = 2 log |ϑ′i|, τi = 2 log |τ ′i | and γl = log |γ′l|, the
regulators take the form
RF [〈η1, . . . , ρ(ηn(r+1)−1)〉] =
∣∣∣∣det

ϑi(ηj)06i6nq−2
16j6n−1
ϑi(ηj) 06i6nq−2
n6j6n(r+1)−1
ϑi(ρ(ηj)) 06i6nq−2
n6j6n(r+1)−1

∣∣∣∣
and2
Rk =
∣∣∣∣det( γl(ηj) 06l6n−116j6n(r+1)−1 τi(ηj) 16i6nr−116j6n(r+1)−1 )
∣∣∣∣ .
Before rewriting ϑi(ηj) in terms of the τi’s, two remarks are in order. First of
all, the lowest part of the matrix defining the first regulator can be rewritten
in terms of the ϑi(ηj) only, thanks to (17). Secondly, in the definition of a
regulator in F (resp. in k), only nq−1 (resp. n(r+1)−1) embeddings play
a role, since the units lie in the subspace defined by
ϑnq−1 = −
nq−2∑
i=0
ϑi
(
resp. τnr = −
n−1∑
l=0
γl −
nr−1∑
i=1
τi
)
. (18)
In the sequel this relations will be used: moreover, unlike (18) that holds
for all units in F , there is also the relation
ϑ(n−1)q(η
aj
j ) = −
n−2∑
l=0
ϑlq(η
aj
j ) ∀ 1 6 j 6 n− 1
since η
aj
j ∈ EK for 1 6 j 6 n− 1. But then of course
ϑ(n−1)q(ηj) = −
n−2∑
l=0
ϑlq(ηj) ∀ 1 6 j 6 n− 1. (19)
Observe now that our ordering ensures us that for all 1 6 j 6 n(r + 1) − 1
we have ϑlq+i(ηj) = τlr+i(ηj) if 0 6 l 6 n − 1 and 1 6 i 6 r; that we have
ϑlq+i+r(ηj) = τlr+i(ηj) if 0 6 l 6 n− 1 and 1 6 i 6 r; and ϑlq(ηj) = 2γl(ηj)
for 0 6 l 6 n − 1. Putting all together, (16) has been reduced (use (17),
(18), (10) and (14)) to the equation
|det(Ξ)| = q|det(Ψ)|
22n−1
|det(Φ)|−1
n∏
j=1
aj =
q|det(Ψ)|22n−1
|det(Φ)|−1 (torZ(O
×
k O×k′) : torZO×K)
(20)
2In the next and in the last formula we use a somehow non- standard notation to write
matrices. It should though be clear from the contest what we mean: in the last formula the
matrix naturally splits vertically in three submatrices, each of one we describe explicitely.
In the following, the splitting is horizontal.
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for the three matrices appearing below in (21), and whose determinants give
the regulators we are computing: we should thus introduce some notation
in order to define them.
A A[l] ∈ M(n−1)×(r+1)(R) is the matrix A[l]i,j = τlr+i(ηj) for 0 6 l 6
n − 1, 1 6 i 6 r and 1 6 j 6 n − 1; and A[l]0,j = 2γl(ηj) for
0 6 l 6 n − 1 and 1 6 j 6 n − 1. First of all, using (18), we have
A[n−1]r,j = −
n−1∑
i=0
γi(ηj)−
nr−1∑
i=1
τi(ηj) = −
n−1∑
l=0
A[l]0,j
2
−
n−1∑
l=0
r−1∑
i=1
A[l]i,j−
n−1∑
l=1
A[l − 1]r,j for all 1 6 j 6 n − 1. Thanks to (19) we also have
A[n − 1]0,j = −
n−2∑
l=0
2γl(ηj) = −
n−2∑
l=0
A[l]0,j for every 1 6 j 6 n − 1,
finally finding A[n − 1]r,j = −
n−1∑
l=0
r−1∑
i=1
A[l]i,j −
n−1∑
l=1
A[l − 1]r,j for all
1 6 j 6 n− 1.
B For 0 6 l 6 n − 2, B[l] ∈ M(n−1)×r(R) is the matrix B[l]i,j =
τlr+i(ηj) = A[l]i,j for 1 6 j 6 n − 1 and 1 6 i 6 r, while B[n − 1] ∈
M(n−1)×(r−1)(R) is the matrix B[n−1]i,j = τ(n−1)r+i(ηj) = A[n−1]i,j
for 1 6 j 6 n− 1 and 1 6 i 6 r − 1 (this modification of the last B[l]
comes from the fact that the (nq − 1)-st embedding ϑnq−1 does not
show up in the regulator, thanks to (18): the same phenomenon will
appear below in D and in D˜).
C We now define C[l] ∈ M(nr)×(r+1)(R) to be the matrix C[l]i,j =
τlr+i(ηj) for 0 6 l 6 n − 1, n 6 j 6 n(r + 1) − 1, 1 6 i 6 r and
C[l]0,j = 2γl(ηj) for 0 6 l 6 n−1, n 6 j 6 n(r+1)−1. Here again, by
(18), we find C[n−1]r,j = −
n−1∑
l=0
C[l]0,j
2
−
n−1∑
l=0
r−1∑
i=1
C[l]i,j−
n−1∑
l=1
C[l−1]r,j
for all n 6 j 6 n(r + 1)− 1.
D For 0 6 l 6 n − 2 we define D[l] ∈ M(nr)×r(R) to be the matrix
D[l]i,j = τlr+i(ηj) = C[k]i,j for n 6 j 6 n(r + 1) − 1 and 1 6 i 6 r
while, as before, D[n−1] ∈M(nr)×(r−1)(R) is the matrix D[n−1]i,j =
τ(n−1)r+i(ηj) = C[n− 1]i,j for n 6 j 6 n(r+ 1)− 1 and 1 6 i 6 r− 1.
Finally, we let ρ act on these last two sets of matrices: but we use (17) to
write their elements as other embeddings of the same units.
C˜ We set C˜[l] ∈ M(nr)×(r+1)(C) to be the matrix C˜[l]i,j = τlr+i+1(ηj) =
C[l]i+1,j for 0 6 l 6 n − 1, n 6 j 6 n(r + 1) − 1, 0 6 i 6 r − 1 and
C˜[l]r,j = τ(l+1)r(ηj) = C˜[l]r−1,j for 0 6 l 6 n− 1, n 6 j 6 n(r+1)− 1.
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Applying (18) we find C˜[n − 1]r,j = C˜[n − 1]r−1,j = −
n−1∑
i=0
C˜[i]0,j
2
−
n−1∑
l=0
r−1∑
i=1
C˜[l]i,j −
n−1∑
l=1
C˜[l − 1]r,j for all n 6 j 6 n(r + 1)− 1.
D˜ For 0 6 l 6 n − 2, we define D˜[l] ∈ M(nr)×(r)(C) to be the matrix
D˜[l]i,j = τlr+i−1(ηj) = C[l]i−1,j for n 6 j 6 n(r+1)− 1 and 2 6 i 6 r
and D˜[l]1,j = 2γl(ηj) = C[l]0,j for n 6 j 6 n(r + 1) − 1; for l = n− 1,
D˜[n−1] ∈ M(nr)×(r−1)(C) is the matrix D˜[n−1]i,j = τ(n−1)r+i−1(ηj) =
C[n − 1]i−1,j for n 6 j 6 n(r + 1) − 1 and 2 6 i 6 r − 1 while
D˜[n− 1]1,j = 2γ(n−1)(ηj) = C[n− 1]0,j for n 6 j 6 n(r + 1)− 1.
Observe that our indexing of elements in the various submatrices might be
confusing: indeed, the row index always starts from 1, as well as the column
index for B and for D, D˜ while the column index for A and for C, C˜ starts
with 0: this is consistent with our indexing for the embeddings. We agree
to denote with M i the i-th column of a matrix M and with Mi its i-th row
and, finally, we introduce the notation
2
M to denote the matrix such that
2
M 0 = (1/2)M0 and
2
M i =M i for i > 1. Having set all this up, we put
Ξ =

A[0] B[0] A[1] B[1] · · · A[n− 1] B[n− 1]
C[0] D[0] C[1] D[1] · · · C[n− 1] D[n− 1]
C˜[0] D˜[0] C˜[1] D˜[1] · · · C˜[n− 1] D˜[n− 1]

, (21)
Ψ =

2
A[0]
2
A[1] . . .
(A[n−1]0
2 , A[n − 1]1, . . . , A[n − 1]r−2
)
2
B[0]
2
B[1] . . .
(B[n−1]0
2 , B[n− 1]1, . . . , B[n− 1]r−2
)
 (21)
and
Φ =
1
2
(
A[0]0, A[1]0, . . . , A[n− 2]0
)
. (21)
To check (20) is a straightforward but pretty cumbersome row-and-columns
operation. We give all the details in the case n = 1 in the Appendix (the
general case being a similar but much lengthier and heavier computation).
Hence (16) holds and in particular (see [Wa], Lemma 4.15)
(EF : EkEk′) =
RF [EkEk′ ]
RF
=
2n−1qR2k
RKRF
(torZ(O×k O×k′) : torZO×K). (22)
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Now note that, using Lemma 2.3, we get
(torZO×F : torZ(O×k O×k′))
(O×L : O×K)
=
(torZO×F : torZO×K)
(torZ(O×k O×k′) : torZO×K)(EL : EK)(torZO×L : torZO×K)
=
1
(torZ(O×k O×k′) : torZO×K)Q
where Q = (O×L : torZ(O×L )O×K) = (EL : EK) is equal to 1 or 2 (see Theorem
4.12 of [Wa]). Now by (22) we have
(EF : EkEk′) =
2n−1qR2k(O×L : O×K)
QRKRF (torZO×F : torZ(O×k O×k′))
which is exactly (15), thanks to Proposition 4.16 of [Wa].
Theorem 3.4. [See [HK] Satz 5, [Ja1] Proposition 12, [Le] Theorem 2.2]
Let q be an odd number and let K be a totally real number field. For every
totally imaginary dihedral extension F/K of degree 2q the equality
hF =
(O×F : O×k O×k′O×L )
(O×k O×k′ ∩ O×L : O×K)
· hLh
2
k
qh2K
holds, where k ⊂ F is a subfield of index 2, k′ = ρ(k) for some element of
order q in Gal(F/K) and L ⊂ F is the subfield of index q.
Proof. Just apply Theorem 2.4 together with Proposition 3.3.
Remark. Note that, when K = Q, then
(O×k O×k′ ∩ O×L : O×K) = 1.
This can be seen as follows: suppose x ∈ O×k , x′ ∈ O×k′ and xx′ ∈ O×L . Then
(xx′)12 = 1, since
O×L = torZ(O×L )
because L is imaginary quadratic. This implies that
x12 ∈ O×k ∩ O×k′ = O×Q = {±1}.
In particular x ∈ torZO×k and, since µ(k) = µ(Q), we must have x = 1 or
x = −1 (see also [HK], Satz 5).
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4 Iwasawa type class number formula.
In this section we consider the behaviour of the class number in a tower of
dihedral fields. First of all, recall the following classical definition:
Definition 4.1. Let K be a number field and let p be a prime number.
A Galois extension K∞/K such that Gal(K∞/K) ∼= Zp is called a Zp-
extension. In this case,⋃
n∈N
Kn = K∞ ⊃ . . . ⊃ Kn ⊃ Kn−1 ⊃ . . . K1 ⊃ K0 = K ,
where Kn/K is a Galois extension such that Gal(Kn/K) ∼= Z/pnZ.
The behaviour of the class number in this tower is controlled by a cele-
brated theorem of Kenkichi Iwasawa, namely
Theorem (K. Iwasawa, [Iw], Theorem 4.2). Let K∞/K be a Zp-extension
and let pen be the exact power of p dividing the class number of Kn. Then
there exist three integers µ, λ and ν such that
en = µp
n + λn+ ν for n≫ 0 .
We want now to investigate if the same holds in a more general setting,
namely dropping the Galois condition. We start with the following
Definition 4.2. Let p be a prime number, let K be a number field and
let K∞/K be a non Galois extension. Suppose that there exists a Galois
extension L/K disjoint from K∞/K such that LK∞ is a Galois closure
of K∞/K. If LK∞/L is a Zp-extension, then K∞/K is called a fake Zp-
extension.
Remark. If K∞/K is a fake Zp-extension as in Definiton 4.2, then
Gal(LK∞/K) ∼= Gal(LK∞/L)⋊Gal(LK∞/K∞).
Indeed, one can also formulate the definition of fake Zp-extensions in terms
of structures of Galois groups. Moreover K∞ is then the union
K∞ =
⋃
n∈N
Kn
where Kn is the extension of K fixed by Gal(LK∞/L)
pn ⋊Gal(LK∞/K∞),
of degree pn. Note, moreover, that Kn/K is the only subextension of K∞/K
of degree pn and every subextension of K∞/K is one of the Kn, a property
which is also enjoyed by Zp-extension. It would be interesting to know
whether or not this property characterize (fake)-Zp-extensions. We thank
Gabriele Dalla Torre for many fruitful discussions on this subject.
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As an example of a fake Zp-extension, let L be an imaginary quadratic
field and let p be an odd prime: it is known (see, for instance, [Wa], chapter
13) that the compositum of its Zp-extensions has Galois group isomorphic
to Z2p. Since Gal(L/Q) acts semisimply on this Galois group, it decomposes
Z2p accordingly to its characters, giving two independent Zp-extensions, both
Galois over Q: the cyclotomic Zp-extension Lcyc and the anticyclotomic one
L∞. The first one is cyclic over Q, the second one is pro-dihedral, namely,
Gal(Lcyc/Q) ∼= lim←−Z/p
nZ× Z/2Z while Gal(L∞/Q) ∼= lim←−Dpn .
Let Dp∞ be the pro-dihedral group isomorphic to Gal(L∞/Q): it admits
two topological generators, which we consider fixed from now on, σ and ρ∞
such that
σ2 = 1 σρ∞ = ρ
−1
∞ σ . (23)
If Ln is the n-th layer of the anticyclotomic extension of L, then Ln = L
〈ρp
n
∞ 〉
∞
(where 〈ρpn∞ 〉 denotes the closed subgroup of Dp∞ generated by ρp
n
∞ ): we
define, accordingly, Kn = L
〈ρp
n
∞ ,σ〉
∞ ⊂ Ln (where 〈ρp
n
∞ , σ〉 denotes the closed
subgroup of Dp∞ generated by ρ
pn
∞ and σ). Then Kn is a (non normal)
extension of K = Q of degree pn and we set K∞ = L
〈σ〉
∞ to find a diagram
of fields as in the introduction. Therefore K∞/Q is a fake Zp-extension.
Another example may be the following: let K = Q(ζp) where p is a pri-
mitive p-th root of unity and let a ∈ K×, a /∈ µp. Then K( p∞
√
a)/K is a
fake Zp-extension, as it can easily be seen by taking L = F (ζp∞): this case
would fit in a much more general setting, as the one introduced in [VV], and
we hope to investigate it in a future work.
In the sequel we study the pro-dihedral case over Q, with notations
introduced in the above example. The main result of this section is then
Theorem 4.7 below. The strategy for the study of the growth of the class
number in this setting is given by Theorem 3.4. In the following, we shall
always make the following
[H] Hypothesis: If p = 3, then L 6= Q(√−3)
This is not a real restriction, since in that case the class groups of Kn, Ln
and L have trivial 3-Sylow subgroups and any of the stated result trivially
holds. For n > 1, we define
Pn = O×KnO×K ′n ⊗ Zp, Un = OLn ⊗ Zp, Rn = Un/Pn
where the inclusion Pn →֒ Un is induced by the injection O×KnO×K ′n →֒ ELn :
therefore |Rn| is the p-part of the quotient of units appearing in Theorem
3.4 (note that EL is trivial thanks to assumption [H]). Morever, we can also
write
Pn = EKnEK ′n ⊗ Zp and Un = ELn ⊗ Zp
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because torZO×Kn and torZO×Ln are always of order coprime to p, again by
[H]. Note that Pn, Un and Rn are Dpn-modules (see for example [HK],
Lemma 1). We let Γ = Gal(L∞/L) and we write Gn = Γ/Γ
pn = Gal(Ln/L)
(or, more generally, Gm,n = Gal(Lm/Ln) for m > n > 0), while we hence-
forth call ∆ the group Gal(L/Q) and we fix a subgroup of Gal(L∞/Q), also
called ∆, mapping isomorphically onto Gal(L/Q) via restriction. Finally,
Λ = Zp[[Γ]] will be the completed group algebra of Γ, isomorphic to Zp[[T ]]
by the choice of a topological generator γ0 of Γ.
What we want to do is to compare the action of Gn with that of Dpn ,
by comparing their cohomology. We start with the following cohomological
result which is certainly well-know but difficult to find in print. As a matter
of notation, recall that if H is a group and B anH-module, then BH denotes
invariants, BH coinvariants, NH =
∑
h∈H h ∈ Z[H] the norm, B[NH ] the
kernel of multiplication by the norm and IH the augmentation ideal.
Proposition 4.3. Let A be a 2-divisible abelian Dpn-module: then, for every
i > 0, there are canonical isomorphisms induced by restriction (or corestric-
tion)
H i(Dpn , A) ∼= H i(Gn, A)∆ ,
Hi(Dpn , A) ∼= Hi(Gn, A)∆ .
Moreover,
Ĥ0(Dpn , A) ∼= Ĥ0(Gn, A)∆
and
Ĥ−1(Dpn , A) ∼= Ĥ−1(Gn, A)∆ ∼= Ĥ−1(Gn, A)∆ .
Finally, the Tate isomophism Ĥ i(Gn, A) ∼= Ĥ i+2(Gn, A) is ∆-antiequivariant,
so that (as Dpn-modules with trivial action)
Ĥ−1(Dpn , A) = Ĥ
−1(Gn, A)
∆ = Ĥ1(Gn, A)/Ĥ
1(Dpn , A)
and
Ĥ1(Dpn , A) = Ĥ
1(Gn, A)
∆ = Ĥ−1(Gn, A)/Ĥ
−1(Dpn , A)
Proof. The first isomorphism is an immediate application of the Hochschild-
Serre Spectral Sequence (see, for instance, [We], 6.8). We now consider Tate
cohomology: taking ∆-invariants in the tautological sequence
0→ NGnA→ H0(Gn, A)→ Ĥ0(Gn, A)→ 0
we find (use, as before, that NGnA is 2-divisible, thus its ∆-cohomology is
trivial) Ĥ0(Gn, A)
∆ = H0(Gn, A)
∆/(NGnA)
∆. Since, as observed, NGnA
has trivial ∆-cohomology and ∆ is a cyclic group,
Ĥ0(∆, NGnA)
∼= H2(∆, NGnA) = 0
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so that (NGnA)
∆ = N∆NGnA = NDpnA and finally (using the first isomor-
phism in our statement)
Ĥ0(Gn, A)
∆ = H0(Gn, A)
∆/(NGnA)
∆ = H0(Dpn , A)/NDpnA = Ĥ
0(Dpn , A)
as claimed. In degree −1, take ∆-coinvariants of the tautological exact
sequence defining the Tate group to get the sequence
0→ Ĥ−1(Gn, A)∆ → H0(Gn, A)∆ → (A/A[NGn ])∆ → 0 . (24)
where, as before, we have (A/A[NGn ])∆ = A∆/A[NGn ]∆. Take now ∆-
coninvariants in the exact sequence
0→ A[NGn ]→ A→ NGnA→ 0 (25)
to identify the quotient A∆/A[NGn ]∆ with (NGnA)∆. We claim that
A/A[NDpn ]
NGn−→ (NGnA)∆ = NGnA/I∆(NGnA) (26)
is an isomorphism: first of all, the map is well defined, since for every
x ∈ A[NDpn ], we have NGn(x) ∈ NGn(A)[N∆] = (I∆)NGn(A) because
Ĥ−1(∆, NGn) = H
1(∆, NGn) = 0. The same argument shows injectivity,
since for every a ∈ A such that N∆(NGn(a)) = 0, we have NDpn (a) = 0,
while surjectivity is obvious. Plugging now the isomorphism of (26) in (24)
through the identification induced by (25) we find
0→ Ĥ−1(Gn, A)∆ → H0(Dpn , A)→ A/A[NDpn ]→ 0 .
showing our claim. The fact now that Ĥ−1(Gn, A)
∆ = Ĥ−1(Gn, A)∆ comes
from splitting any 2-divisible ∆-module M as M = M+ ⊕M− canonically,
writingm = (m+δm)/2+(m−δm)/2: here we denote byM+ the eigenspace
on which ∆ acts trivially and by M− the eigenspace on which it acts as −1.
Then M∆ =M+ =M/M− =M∆.
Finally, we discuss the ∆-antiequivariance of Tate isomorphisms. Recall
that the isomorphism is given by the cup product with a fixed generator χ
of H2(Gn,Z):
Ĥ i(Gn, A) −→ Ĥ i+2(Gn, A)
x 7−→ x ∪ χ
The action of δ ∈ ∆ on Ĥ i(Gn, A) is δ∗ in the notation of [NSW], I.5
and this action is −1 on H2(Gn,Z) as can immediately be seen through
the isomorphism H2(Gn,Z) ∼= Hom(Gn,Q/Z) (see [We], example 6.7.10).
Then, by Proposition 1.5.3 of [NSW], δ∗(x ∪ χ) = −(δ∗x) ∪ χ which gives
the result.
The key tool for studying the growth of the p-part of hKn along the fake
Zp-extension is to interpret the quotient Rn as a cohomology group. We
have the following
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Proposition 4.4. With notations as above, for every n > 0 there is an
isomorphisms of abelian groups
Rn ∼= H1(Gn, Un)∆ ∼= H1(Dpn , Un) .
Proof. Along the proof, set Vn = EKn ⊗ Zp, V ′n = EK ′n ⊗ Zp. Un/IGnUn is
a 2-divisible ∆-module. Hence
Un/IGnUn = (Un/IGnUn)
+ ⊕ (Un/IGnUn)− ,
as in the proof of Proposition 4.3. Moreover, we claim that
(Un/IGnUn)
+ = (Un/IGnUn)
∆ = VnV
′
n/IGnUn : (27)
this is quite clear by definition of the action of ∆ since
VnIGnUn/IGnUn = (Un/IGnUn)
〈σ〉 = (Un/IGnUn)
∆
but also
V ′nIGnUn/IGnUn = (Un/IGnUn)
〈ρ2σ〉
= (Un/IGnUn)
∆ .
We deduce that
VnV
′
nIGnUn/IGnUn = (Un/IGnUn)
∆ ,
and since
IGnUn ⊆ VnV ′n
(see for example [Le], Lemma 3.3) we get (27). Then
Rn = Un/IGnUn
/
VnV
′
n/IGnUn
∼= (Un/IGnUn)−
as ∆-modules. Since Un/IGnUn = Ĥ
−1(Gn, Un) we find, by Proposition 4.3,
that
Rn = Ĥ
−1(Gn, Un)/Ĥ
−1(Gn, Un)
∆ = Ĥ1(Dpn , Un) . (28)
Corollary 4.5. Rn is a Gn-module with trivial action and the injection
in : Un →֒ Un+1 induces an injective map
in : Rn →֒ Rn+1 .
Proof. By the first equality in (28), the action of Gn on Rn is trivial since Rn
is a quotient of a trivial Gn-module. Now the induced map in : Rn → Rn+1
corresponds to the restriction on minus parts of
in : Un/IGnUn → Un+1/IGn+1Un+1 .
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The commutativity of the diagram
Ĥ−1(Gn, Un)
in
//
∪χ∼=

Ĥ−1(Gn+1, Un+1)
∪χ∼=

Ĥ1(Gn, Un)

 inf
// Ĥ1(Gn+1, Un+1)
is immediate to check and proves our statement.
Remark. For m > n > 0, let Nm,n : Lm → Ln be the usual “arithmetic”
norm. With the same notation we will also indicate the induced maps on
ELn , or on EKn , as well as on Pn and Un. One can check that this induces
a well-defined map Nm,n : Rm → Rn, so that we can form the projective
limits of the tautological exact sequence
0 −→ Pn −→ Un −→ Rn −→ 0
to get an exact sequence
0 −→ lim←−Pn := P∞ −→ lim←−Un := U∞ −→ lim←−Rn := R∞ −→ 0 (29)
that is exact on the right since lim←−
1 Pn = 0 as all the Pn’s are compact mod-
ules (see, for instance, [We], Proposition 3.5.7): in particular, R∞ ∼= U∞/P∞
as Λ-modules. In Iwasawa theory, one classically tries to get information at
finite levels from the study of some Λ-module, via the so-called co-descent
maps: indeed, if Z = lim←−Zn is a Λ-module one has a co-descent map
kn : (Z)Γn → Zn. Since the size of (Z)Γn is well-behaved with respect
to n, if one can bound the orders of ker(kn) and of coker(kn) indipendently
of n, then one can also control the growth of Zn. Unfortunately, we cannot
apply this strategy to study the order of Rn, since Corollary 4.5 shows, by
passing to the limit, that the Λ-module R∞ has a trivial action of Γ and this
is precisely the obstruction for the boundness of ker(kn) and of coker(kn).
Before stating our main result, we need a general lemma. In the follow-
ing, for a number field M , denote by AM the p-Sylow subgroup of the class
group of M (isomorphic to the maximal p-quotient of the class group).
Lemma 4.6. Let M∞/M be a Zp-extension in which all primes above p are
ramified. For every sufficiently large n ( i. e. large enough that all primes
above p are totally ramified in M∞/Mn) let p1,n, . . . , ps,n be the primes in
Mn above p and let Pn =
∏s
i=1 pi,n be their product. Then there exist two
integers λP, νP independent of n such that the order of the the projection of
the class of Pn in AMn is nλP+ νP.
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Proof. For every n ∈ N, let Hn be the cyclic subgroup of AMn generated
by the projection of Pn. Clearly, the Hn’s form a projective system and
we set Y = lim←−Hn. Setting X = lim←−AMn , then Y ⊆ X is a Λ-module and
X/Y is a noetherian Λ-module (it corresponds to the maximal unramified
extension of M∞ in which the product of all Frobenius automorphisms of
primes above p is trivial): let µ, λ, ν be the Iwasawa invariants of X. Then
X/Y also admits three Iwasawa invariants λ˜, µ˜, ν˜: moreover, Y is clearly
finitely generated over Zp, so µ˜ = µ. Setting λP = λ− λ˜ and νP = ν − ν˜ we
establish the Lemma.
Remark. Observe that the proof itself shows that Y is procyclic, so it is
either finite or free of rank 1 over Zp and, accordingly, λP 6 1. We will
come later on this. Now we go back to our anticyclotomic setting.
Theorem 4.7. Let pεn be the order of the p-Sylow class group of Kn. Then
there exist integers µK , λK , νK such that
2εn = µKp
n + λKn+ νK for n≫ 0 .
Proof. As it is well-known (see, for instance, [Wa], Lemma 13.3) only primes
above p may ramify in L∞/L and at least one of those must eventually
ramify, while the fact that Ln/Q is Galois for every n shows that, if one is
ramified in Ln so is the other (if it exists) and with the same ramification
index. Let thus n0 be the smallest integer such that they are totally ramified
in L∞/Ln0 and assume n > max{n0, n˜} where n˜ is the smallest integer such
that the formula in Iwasawa’s theorem (see the beginning of this section)
for L∞/L applies. Then by Theorem 3.4 applied with k = Kn and F = Ln
we have
2εn = en − rn + n− f = µLpn + (λL + 1)n+ ν ′ − rn , (30)
where |Rn| = prn , |AL| = pf , ν ′ = νL − f and µL, λL, νL are the Iwasawa
invariants of L∞/L. We thus want to control the growth of rn along the
tower. To do this, we apply Proposition 4.4 studying explicitly H1(Dpn , Un),
since
rn = vp(|H1(Dpn , Un)|) . (31)
To analyze H1(Dpn , Un), set B
⋄ := B ⊗Z Zp for any abelian group B: this
is an exact functor so we have the exact sequence
0→ Un → (L×n )⋄ → Pr⋄n → 0
where Prn is the group of principal ideals of Ln. Taking Dpn-cohomology
we get, by Hilbert 90, an isomorphism3
(Pr⋄n)
Dpn/(Q×)⋄ ∼= H1(Dpn , Un) . (32)
3We use, here and in what follows, that for every G-module A, there is an isomorphism
Hq(G,A) ⊗ Zp ∼= H
q(G,A⊗ Zp) holding for every q > 0. This is an easy exercise about
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On the other hand, the exact sequence
0→ Pr⋄n → Id⋄n → ALn → 0 (33)
defining the class group (so Idn is the group of fractional ideals of Ln)
induces an inclusion
(Pr⋄n)
Dpn/(Q×)⋄ →֒ (Id⋄n)Dpn/(Q×)⋄ .
This last quotient is fairly explicit: indeed, an ideal I =
∏
q
ai
i is fixed by
Dpn if and only if every prime appears with the same exponent with all its
Dpn-conjugates: for a prime l call the product of all this conjugates Orb(l).
Then clearly (recall that all modules here are Zp-modules, so primes ramified
only in L/Q generate the same module as the rational prime below them)
Orb(l)Zp =

ℓZp where l | ℓ ∈ Q if l ∤ p
P
Zp
n = (
∏
pn|p in Ln
pn)
Zp where Pp
n−n0
n = p ∈ Q if l | p
.
The fact that these are the only possibilities for ramification follows from
the definition of n0: moding now out by (Q
×)⋄ we find
(Id⋄n)
Dpn/(Q×)⋄ = P
Zp
n /p
Zp ∼= Z/pn−n0Z ,
and accordingly
(Pr⋄n)
Dpn/(Q×)⋄ = P
phnZp
n /p
Zp ∼= Z/(pn−n0−hn)Z
where phn is the order of the class of Pn in ALn . Applying Lemma 4.6 we
find hn = λPn+ νP and this, together with (32), shows that
H1(Dpn , Un) ∼= Z/p(1−λP )n−n0−νPZ .
We now achieve the proof of the theorem plugging this information in (31)
in order to find the existence of suitable invariants λr and νr such that
rn = λrn+ νr, so that equation (30) becomes our statement.
Remark. Following explicitly the proof, one finds that λr = 1 − λP, which
is at most 1 by the above remark, and νr = −n0 − νP. Accordingly,
µK = µL , λK = λL + 1− λr = λL + λP , νK = νL − f + n0 + νP :
the Grothendieck spectral sequence for the functors (−) ⊗ Zp and (−)
G. To verify that
tensoring with Zp sends injective G-modules to G-acyclic, use the explicit description in
[Se2], chapitre VII. For the equivalent result in Tate cohomology apply Proposition 4.3
together with the above remark. Rene´ Schoof pointed out to us that one can also prove
directly the isomorphism bHq(G,A)⊗Zp ∼= bH
q(G,A⊗Zp) by tensoring the complex giving
raise to Tate cohomology with Zp.
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in particular, λK is either λL or λL + 1 and it is even: to see this, just use
our formula to write explicitly 2(εn+1−εn). Analogously one can prove that
µK ≡ νK (mod 2).
Definition 4.8. Denote by phn the order of the class of Pn in ALn , where
Pn is the product of all primes above p in Ln. Moreover, let n0 be the
smallest integer such that L∞/Ln0 is totally ramified.
For later use, we extract the following result from the proof of the theo-
rem.
Proposition 4.9. There is a short exact sequence
0→ H1(Dpn , Un)→ Z/pn−n0Z→ H0(Dpn , ALn)→ 0
and isomorphisms
H1(Dpn , Un) ∼= Z/pn−n0−hnZ, H0(Dpn , ALn) ∼= Z/phnZ .
Proof. In the long exact Dpn-cohomology sequence of
0→ Un → (L×n )⋄ → Pr⋄n → 0
one has H1(Dpn , (L
×
n )
⋄) = 0 by Hilbert 90 together with H2(Dpn , Un) =
H2(Gn, Un)
∆ = Ĥ0(Gn, Un)
− = 0 as U0 = 0; thus H
1(Dpn , P r
⋄
n) = 0.
Taking Dpn-cohomology in (33) one finds
0→ H0(Dpn , P r⋄n)→ H0(Dpn , Id⋄n)→ H0(Dpn , ALn)→ 0
and, moding out by (Q×)⋄,
H0(Dpn , P r
⋄
n)/(Q
×)⋄ →֒ H0(Dpn , Id⋄n)/(Q×)⋄ ։ H0(Dpn , ALn) ; (34)
Since in the proof of Theorem 4.7 we found isomorphisms
H0(Dpn , P r
⋄
n)/(Q
×)⋄ ∼= H1(Dpn , Un) ∼= Z/pn−n0−hnZ,
H0(Dpn , Id
⋄
n)/(Q
×)⋄ ∼= Z/pn−n0Z ,
the exact sequence (34) becomes that of our statement.
Corollary 4.10. Rn is a cyclic group of order p
n−n0−hn and R∞ is pro-
cyclic.
Proof. Combine Proposition 4.4 with Proposition 4.9.
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We stress on the fact that the preceding result gives also a way to com-
pute Rn directly (i. e. without Theorem 3.4).
Applying the Snake Lemma to multiplication-by-(γn − 1) (where γn is a
topological generator of Γn) to the sequence in (29) gives the fundamental
exact sequence
UΓn∞ −→ R∞ −→ (P∞)Γn −→ (U∞)Γn −→ R∞ −→ 0 . (35)
where (R∞)
Γn = R∞ = (R∞)Γn since R∞ has trivial Γ action by Corollary
4.5. The next proposition shows that actually (U∞)
Γn = 0; it crucially
depends on a result of Jean-Robert Belliard (see [Be]).
Proposition 4.11. P∞ and U∞ are free Λ-modules of rank 1.
Proof. By [Gre], Proposition 1, we know that the projective limit U ′∞ of
the p-units along the anticyclotomic extension is Λ-free of rank 1. Now,
Proposition 1.3 of [Be] gives a sufficient condition for a projective limit
to be free. Namely, suppose that a projective system of Zp[Gn]-modules
(Zn)n∈N, equipped with norm maps Nm,n : Zm → Zn and extension maps
in,m : Zn → Zm (both for m > n > 0) verifying the obvious relations,
satisfies the following conditions:
1. There exists another projective system Wn ⊇ Zn with norm and in-
jection maps inducing the above maps on Zn by restriction such that
W∞ = lim←−Wn is Λ-free;
2. Extension maps in,m : Wn →֒WGm,nm are injective for m > n > 0;
3. Z
Gm,n
m = in,m(Zn) (at least for m > n≫ 0) ,
then Z∞ = lim←−Zn is also Λ-free.
First of all we apply this result to U∞ ⊆ U ′∞, finding that it is Λ-free,
and of Λ-rank equal to 1 thanks to the exact sequence
0 −→ U∞ −→ U ′∞
Q
vp−→ Zp[S∞] −→ 0
where S∞ is the (finite) set of p-places in L∞ (the right arrow is the product
of all p-valuations for p | p): in particular, UΓn∞ = 0. Then we apply the
proposition again with Zn = Pn and Wn = Un: in fact, only the third
condition needs to be checked and that comes from the Snake Lemma applied
to the diagram
0 −−−−→ Pn −−−−→ Un −−−−→ Rn −−−−→ 0
in,m
y in,my in,my
0 −−−−→ PGn,mn −−−−→ UGn,mn −−−−→ RGn,mm
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noting that the vertical arrow in the middle is an isomorphism and the
right-hand vertical arrow is injective by Corollary 4.5. Thus we get that
P∞ is Λ-free: its Λ-rank is equal to the Λ-rank of U∞ by Lemme 1.1 of [Be]
together with (35), since we have already proved that UΓn∞ = 0.
This Proposition already shows that either R∞ = 0 or R∞ is free of
rank 1 over Zp: indeed, (29) shows that R∞ injects in (P∞)Γn for all n, as
(R∞)Γn = R∞. On the other hand, P∞ being free, the Zp-rank of (P∞)Γ
coincides with the Λ-rank of P∞ which is 1 by the above Proposition. As
Zp does not admit any finite non-trivial submodules, the only possibilities
for R∞ are 0 or Zp.
Otherwise we can argue as follows: by Corollary 4.5 we know that Rn ∼=
Z/p(1−λP )n−cZ for some constant c. If λP = 0 then R∞ ∼= Zp. If λP = 1
then the Rn’s have bounded orders: since transition maps are induced by
norms (as Rn →֒ Rn+1 by Corollary 4.5, we need not to distinguish between
algebraic and arithmetic norm) and Proposition 4.4 shows that Gn acts
trivially on Rn, R∞ is the projective limit of cyclic groups of bounded order
with respect to multiplication by p, so it is 0. We have thus proved
Corollary 4.12. With notations as in Theorem 4.7, if λP = 1 then R∞ = 0
and if λP = 0 then R∞ is free of rank 1 over Zp.
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 5.9 below we will show that λP = 1 if p
splits in F and λP = 0 if p does not.
5 Structure of XK
We now want to connect the study of XL and XK : we recall that
XL := lim←−ALn and XK := lim←−AKn ,
projective limits being taken with respect to norms. If L∞/L were the
cyclotomic Zp-extension of L, then XL would be known to be Zp-finitely
generated by a celebrated result of B. Ferrero and L. Washington (see [FW]),
but for the anticyclotomic extension this is no more the case (see [Gi] and
[Ja2]). We are interested in giving conditions for XK to be finitely generated
as Zp-module. Our strategy is to study the quotient XL/XKXK ′ . The
following exact sequence is then useful
0→ Ker(ιn) −→ AKn ⊕AK ′n
ιn−→ ALn −→ ALn/AKnAK ′n → 0 (36)
where
ιn
(
([I], [I ′])
)
= [II ′OLn ]
if I ⊂ OKn and I ′ ⊆ OK ′n are ideals. Passing to projective limit we get
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0→ Ker(ι∞) −→ XK ⊕XK ′ ι∞−→ XL −→ XF/XKXK ′ → 0 (37)
and
Ker(ι∞) = lim
←−
Ker(ιn) .
We will describe Ker(ιn) and ALn/AKnAK ′n in terms of cohomology groups.
The following diagram will be useful:
0 0 0y y y
0 −−−−→ Un −−−−→ (L×n )⋄ −−−−→ Pr⋄n −−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−→ U⋄n −−−−→ J ⋄n −−−−→ Id⋄n −−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−→ Qn −−−−→ C⋄n −−−−→ ALn −−−−→ 0y y y
0 0 0
(38)
Here Jn is the ide`les group, Cn is the ide`les class group, Un is the group
of ide`les units, Idn is the group of ideals and Prn is the group of principal
ideals of Ln. Remember that for an abelian group B we set B
⋄ := B ⊗ Zp.
Proposition 5.1. We have
Ker(ιn) ∼= H0(Dpn , ALn) ∼= H1(Dpn , Qn)
and
Ĥ−1(Dpn , ALn)
∼= Ĥ0(Dpn , Qn) .
Proof. Let ϕ be the map
ϕ : Ker(ιn) −→ H0(Dpn , ALn)
defined by ϕ([I], [I ′])) = ιKn([I]). Since ιKn([I
′]) = ιK ′n([I])
−1, both σ
and ρσ fix ιKn([I]), so the map takes indeed value in H
0(Dpn , ALn). We
claim that ϕ is an isomorphism. It is clearly injective: to check surjectivity,
just observe that A
〈σ〉
Ln
= ιKn(AKn) (and analogously for σρ), so that, for
every [J ] ∈ H0(Dpn , ALn), we can write [J ] = ιKn([I]) = ιK ′n([I ′]) and
[J ] = ϕ([I], [I ′]) and the claim is established.
Now consider the exact sequence
0→ Qn → C⋄n → ALn → 0
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as in diagram (38). We take Dpn-Tate cohomology, making constant use of
Proposition 4.3, and we get
0→ Ĥ−1(Dpn , ALn)→ Ĥ0(Dpn , Qn)→ Ĥ0(Dpn , C⋄n)
→ Ĥ0(Dpn , ALn)→ Ĥ1(Dpn , Qn)→ 0 ,
(39)
since by class field theory Ĥ i(Gn, C⋄n) = 0 if i ≡ 1 (mod 2) and
|Ĥ i(Dpn , C⋄n)| = |Ĥ i(Gn, C⋄n)∆| .
However, also the middle term in the exact sequence (39) is trivial, since
class field theory gives a ∆-modules isomorphism
Ĥ0(Gn, C⋄n)
∼=−→ Gal(Ln/L)
and the latter has no ∆-invariants (since Gal(Ln/Q) is dihedral). Note that
Ĥ0(Dpn , ALn) = H
0(Dpn , ALn)
since ALn [NDpn ] = ALn because AQ = 0.
Lemma 5.2. Let g denote the number of primes above p in L (hence g ∈
{1, 2}) and let n0 be as in Definition 4.8. Then Ĥ0(Dpn ,U⋄n) is a cyclic group
of order p(g−1)(n−n0) and Ĥ1(Dpn ,U⋄n) is a cyclic group of order pn−n0.
Proof. We start by studying Gn-cohomology. Local class field theory gives
∆-equivariant identifications
Ĥ0(Gn,U⋄n) ∼= I(p1)× I(p2) resp. Ĥ0(Gn,U⋄n) ∼= I(p1)
where I(pi) is the inertia subgroup inside Gn of the prime pi of L above p,
accordingly as p splits or not in L (here and in the rest of the proof, we let
i = 1, 2 if p splits, while i = 1 if p does not split). Analogously,
H1(Gn,U⋄n) ∼= Ĥ1(Gn,O×n,P1)× Ĥ1(Gn,O×n,P2)
resp. H1(Gn,U⋄n) ∼= Ĥ1(Gn,O×n,P1)
where O×n,Pi are the local units at the prime Pi of Ln above p, accordingly
again as p splits or not in L.
Concerning Ĥ0, it is clear how ∆ acts on the cohomology group, since
if there is only one inertia group it acts on it as −1; and if there are
two of them it acts on −1 on each subgroup, and permutes them. Since
the inertia subgroups are cyclic of order pn−n0 , we get our claim, using
that Ĥ0(Dpn ,U⋄n) = Ĥ0(Gn,U⋄n)∆. Passing now to Ĥ1, we observe that
Ĥ−1(Gn,O×n,Pi) is generated by ρπ/π for some chosen uniformizer π of
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a fixed completion Ln,Pi of Ln at Pi. The action of ∆ is δ(ρπ/π) =
(ρ−1δπ)/δπ ≡ ρ−1π/π (mod IGnO×n,Pi)): starting from
ρ2π/ρπ ≡ ρπ/π (mod IGnO×n,Pi))
one finds ρ2π/π ≡ (ρπ/π)2 (mod IGnO×n,Pi)) and, inductively, ρ−1π/π ≡
(ρπ/π)−1 (mod IGnO×n,Pi)) so that ∆ acts as −1 on Ĥ−1(Gn,O
×
n,Pi
). Again,
the fact that this group is cyclic of order pn−n0 by local class field theory,
together with Ĥ1(Dpn ,U⋄n) = Ĥ1(Gn,U⋄n)− shows our result.
Proposition 5.3. There is an exact sequence
0→ Ĥ0(Dpn ,U⋄n)→ Ĥ0(Dpn , Qn) 0→ Rn α→ Ĥ1(Dpn ,U⋄n)→ Ker(ιn)→ 0 .
Hence we get
Ĥ0(Dpn ,U⋄n) ∼= Ĥ0(Dpn , Qn)
and the short exact sequence
0→ Rn → Ĥ1(Dpn , U⋄n)→ Ker(ιn)→ 0 .
In particular,
Ker(ιn) ∼= Z/phnZ
where hn is as in Definition 4.8.
Proof. The exact sequence is (a short piece of) the long exact sequence of
Dpn-Tate cohomology of the righthand column of diagram (38): here Rn
and Ker(ιn) appear thanks to Proposition 4.4 and Proposition 5.1. Now
note that
Ĥ1(Dpn ,U⋄n) ∼= Z/pn−n0Z
by Lemma 5.2. Moreover,
Ker(ιn) = H
0(Dpn , ALn)
by Proposition 5.1 and
Rn = H
1(Dpn , Un)
by Proposition 4.4. Hence, using Proposition 4.9, we deduce that α is nec-
essarily injective, so the third map is necessarily 0.
Lemma 5.4. The following inclusions hold
IGnALn ⊆ ιKn(AKn)ιK ′n(AK ′n) ⊆ ALn [NGn ].
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Proof. For the inclusion IGnALn ⊆ ιKn(AKn)ιK ′n(AK ′n) see for example
Lemma 3.3 of [Le], using that (1 + σ)ALn = ιKn(AKn) and (1 + ρ
2σ)ALn =
ιK ′n(AK ′n). Then note that the norm element NDpn ∈ Zp[Dpn ] is the zero
map on ALn since Z is principal, hence
NGn(ιKn(AKn)) = NGn((1 + σ)ALn) = NDpn (ALn) = 0
and the analogous result holds for AK ′n , thereby proving the claimed inclu-
sion.
Lemma 5.5. For every n > 0 there is an isomorphism
ALn [NGn ]/AKnAK ′n
∼= H1(Dpn , ALn) .
Proof. The proof goes exactly in the same way as in Proposition 4.4, except
for the fact that here we cannot replace ALn [NGn ] with ALn (but we can
use Lemma 5.4 above).
Collecting together these results we can give an algebraic proof of a
version of the formula in Theorem 3.4. We need to recall a well known result.
If M1/M0 is any finite Galois extension, we shall denote by Ram(M1/M0)
the product of the ramification indexes in M1/M0 of the (finite) primes of
M0. Then we have the following formula, coming from a computation with
Herbrand quotients:
Fact 5.6 (Ambiguous Class Number Formula). LetM1/M0 be a finite Galois
extension of odd degree and set G = Gal(M1/M0). Then
|ClGM1 | =
|ClM0 |Ram(M1/M0)
[M1 : M0](EM0 : EM0 ∩NM1/M0(M×1 ))
.
Proof. See [Gra], II 6.2.3.
Proposition 5.7. The following formula holds (compare with Theorem 3.4)
h
(p)
Ln
=
(h
(p)
Kn
)2h
(p)
L |Rn|
pn
.
Proof. From the exact sequence (36) we deduce that
hLn =
h2Kn |ALn/AKnAK ′n |
|Ker(ιn)| .
Note that
|ALn/AKnAK ′n | = |ALn [NGn ]/AKnAK ′n ||ALn/ALn [NGn ]| =
= |H1(Dpn , ALn)||NGn(ALn)| ,
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using Lemma 5.5. Moreover, by the Ambiguous Class Number Formula,
|NGn(ALn)| =
|AGnLn |
|Ĥ0(Gn, ALn)|
=
h
(p)
L Ram(Ln/L)
pn|H1(Gn, ALn)|
(we use the fact that |Ĥ0(Gn, ALn)| = |H1(Gn, ALn)|). Now observe that
|H1(Dpn , ALn)|
|H1(Gn, ALn)|
=
1
|Ĥ−1(Dpn , ALn)|
=
1
|Ĥ0(Dpn , Qn)|
by Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 4.3. Furthermore
1
|Ĥ0(Dpn , Qn)|
=
1
|Ĥ0(Dpn ,U⋄n)|
,
by Proposition 5.3. Hence we get
|ALn/AKnAK ′n | =
h
(p)
L Ram(Ln/L)
pn|Ĥ0(Dpn ,U⋄n)|
.
Now bn = n− n0. Then
Ram(Ln/L) = p
gbn
(where g is the same as in Lemma 5.2) and
|Ĥ0(Dpn ,U⋄n)| = p(g−1)bn .
by Lemma 5.2. Therefore,
|ALn/AKnAK ′n | =
h
(p)
L p
gbn
p(g−1)bn+n
=
h
(p)
L
pn0
(40)
and
h
(p)
Ln
=
(h
(p)
Kn
)2h
(p)
L p
bn
pn|Ker(ιn)| .
Using once more Proposition 5.3 we deduce that
|Rn||Ker(ιn)| = pbn
which gives the formula of the proposition.
Remark. We want to stress here that our proof works as well in a more
general setting. Indeed, we assumed that Ln/L is part of the anticyclotomic
extension because this is the context for our further application. But since
both Proposition 5.3, 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 continue to hold true, mutatis
mutandis, for any dihedral extension, the above proposition can be proven
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in the same way for any such a dihedral extension. Moreover, as pointed
out for example by Lemmermeyer in [Le], Theorem 2.2, the formula above
is trivially true for any odd prime number ℓ 6= p: summarizing, our proof
can be generalized to show (algebraically) that for any dihedral extension
F/Q of degree pn, the relation
hF =
h2khL[O×L : O×k O×k′O×L ]
pn
holds, up to powers of 2.
Now we make some remarks about the structure of XK . First we need
a lemma:
Lemma 5.8. Suppose that p splits in L: then for any prime p over p in L,
the union (LcycL∞)p of all completions at p of the finite layers of LcycL∞/L
is a Zp-extension over (Lcyc)p.
Proof. Let p1 and p2 be the two primes of F above p. Let H be the maximal
subextension of FcycF∞/F such that p1 is totally split in H/F . By global
class field theory, explicitely writing down the normic subgroups correspond-
ing to H and to FcycF∞, one sees that H/F must be finite. The lemma now
follows since the decomposition group of p1 (and therefore also that of p2)
in Gal(FcycF∞/F ) is of Zp-rank 2.
Theorem 5.9. Ker(ι∞) is a Zp-module of rank 1 if p splits in L and it
is finite otherwise. Moreover, XL/XKXK ′ is finite and its order divides
h
(p)
L /p
n0 . In particular XL is finitely generated as Zp-module if and only if
XK is.
Proof. Before starting the proof, observe that Ker(ι∞) is a Zp-module of
rank at most 1 (use the fact that each Ker(ιn) is cyclic, see Proposition 5.3).
Suppose now that p splits in L, say pOL = p1p2. Let Pi,1, . . . ,Pi,s
be the prime ideals of L∞ which lie above pi (clearly s = p
a for some
a ∈ N) for i = 1, 2. Let, as before, n0 be the smallest natural number such
that L∞/Ln0 is totally ramified. Set L
′ = LcycL∞ and note that L
′/L∞ is
unramified everywhere: indeed, L′/L∞ is clearly unramified at every prime
which does not lie above p. On the other hand, L′Pi,j/L∞ Pi,j must be
unramified because Qp = Lpi admits only two independent Zp-extension,
one being the unramified one. Let now M∞ be the maximal unramified
abelian pro-p-extension of L∞ (hence L
′ ⊆ M∞). For each i = 1, 2 and
j = 1, . . . , s, consider the Frobenius Frob(Pi,j ,M∞/L∞) of Pi,j inM∞/L∞
which is an element of infinite order since its restriction Frob(Pi,j , L
′/L∞)
to L′ is of infinite order by Lemma 5.8. Furthermore Gal(L∞/Q) acts by
conjugation on the set {Frob(Pi,j ,M∞/L∞)}i=1,2; j=1,...,s: in other words if
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τ ∈ Gal(L∞/Q) we have
τ · Frob(Pi,j ,M∞/L∞) = τ˜Frob(Pi,j ,M∞/L∞)τ˜−1 = Frob(τ˜ (Pi,j)) .
where τ˜ is an extension of τ to M∞. On the other hand we must have
τ˜Frob(Pi,j , L
′/L∞)τ˜
−1 = Frob(Pi,j , L
′/L∞)
because L′/Q is a Galois extension whose Galois group is isomorphic to
Gal(L′/L∞)×Gal(L∞/Q) .
In particular we deduce that
2∏
i=1
s∏
j=1
Frob(Pi,j, L
′/L∞) = Frob(P1,1, L
′/L∞)
2s.
Hence this product is an element of infinite order in Gal(L′/L∞) and the
same holds for the products of Frob(Pi,j ,M∞/L∞). It corresponds by class
field theory to
lim
←−
[Pn] ∈ XL
where Pn is the product of all primes above p in Ln. Now note that
Ker(ιn) = H
0(Dpn , ALn) = 〈[Pn]〉 ∼= Z/phnZ.
In fact, clearly
H0(Dpn , ALn) ⊇ 〈[Pn]〉
and both groups have order phn (use Proposition 4.9). Hence Ker(ι∞) is
infinite since it contains an element of infinite order and it has Zp-rank 1).
Now suppose that p does not split in L and let again M∞/L∞ be the
maximal pro-p abelian extension of L∞ everywhere unramified, so that we
have an isomorphism Gal(M∞/L∞) ∼= XL. LetM0/L∞ be the fixed field by
TXL ⊂ XL, viewing XL as a Λ-module: then M0 is the maximal unramified
extension of L∞ which is pro-p abelian over L (see [Wa], chapter 13) and
we let G = Gal(M0/L). Since G is abelian, we can speak of the inertia
subgroup I ⊳ G of p (the unique prime in L above p): then MI /L is
an abelian extension everywhere unramified, thus finite. This shows that
p is finitely split and has finite inertia degree in M0/L. Therefore M0/L∞
is finite, being unramified everywhere, and then its Galois group (which is
isomorphic to XL/TXL) is finite. The exact sequence
0→ Ker(·T )→ XL ·T−→ XL → XL/TXL → 0
shows that Ker(·T ) = Ker(γ0−1) = XΓL is finite (recall that the isomorphism
Zp[[Γ]] ∼= Λ is induced by γ0−1 7→ T , where γ0 is a fixed topological generator
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of Γ). Since Pn is clearly fixed by Γ, we see that their projective limit Y
is in XΓL and is therefore finite. In particular, their order p
hn is bounded,
and since Ker(ιn) has order p
hn by Proposition 5.3, we immediately see that
Ker(ι∞) is finite (actually Y = Ker(ι∞)).
The second assertion of the theorem is exactly (40) and then the last one
easily follows from (37).
Remark. Suppose that µL = 0: therefore XK is a finitely generated Zp-
module and λXK is its rank. From (37) we deduce that
λK = 2λXK
thanks to the remark after Theorem 4.7.
Examples. Suppose that the p-Hilbert class field of L is cyclic and that it
is contained in the compositum of the Zp-extensions of L. Then it must be
in L∞ (A
∆
L is trivial since AQ = 0). With this in mind we give the following
examples:
• Take L = Q(√−191). Then the 13-Hilbert class field is cyclic of order
13 and is contained in the compositum of the Z13-extensions of L (see
[Gra], Examples 2.6.3). Then n0 = 1 and we have h
(13)
L = 13
n0 = 13
and this gives XL = XKXK ′ by Theorem 5.9.
• Take L = Q(√−383). Then the 17-Hilbert class field is cyclic of order
17 but linearly disjoint from the compositum of the Z17-extensions of
L (see [Gra], Examples 2.6.3). In particular n0 = 0 and XL/XKXK ′
is cyclic of order dividing 17 by Theorem 5.9. Actually XL/XKXK ′
is of order 17: for, L∞/L is totally ramified and this implies that the
arithmetic norms ALm → ALn are surjective for every m > n > 0.
Then it is easy to see that the arithmetic norms ALm/AKmAK ′m →
ALn/AKnAK ′n are surjective too, for every m > n > 0. Since each
ALn/AKnAK ′n is of order 17 by (40) we are done.
Appendix
In this appendix we perform the computations needed in Proposition 3.3.
Lemma. With notations introduced in section 3, |det(M)| = q|det(A)|2,
where
M =
(
Ai 06i6r−1 B
i
06i6r−1
Ci 06i6r−1 D
i
06i6r−1
)
, A =
(
(1/2)A0, A1, . . . , Ar−1
)
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are the matrices appearing in Proposition 3.3. Therefore they are defined as
follows:
Ai =

 2γ(η1)...
2γ(ηr)
 for i = 0
 τi(η1)...
τi(ηr)
 for 1 6 i 6 r − 1
,
Bi =


−
r−1∑
j=1
τj(η1)− γ(η1)
...
−
r−1∑
j=1
τj(ηr)− γ(ηr)

for i = 0
 τi(η1)...
τi(ηr)
 = Ai for 1 6 i 6 r − 1
,
Ci =

 τi+1(η1)...
τi+1(ηr)
 = Ai+1 for 0 6 i 6 r − 2
B0 for i = r − 1
and
Di =
{
B0 for i = 0
Ai−1 for 1 6 i 6 r − 1 .
Proof. In what follows we will transform M in another matrix N (appear-
ing below) with trivial upper-right and lower-left blocks, and we do this by
elementary operations that don’t change the (absolute value of the) deter-
minant.
Writing M i for the i-th column (1 6 i 6 2r) of M , let’s perform the substi-
tutionM i 7→M i−M i−r for r+2 6 i 6 q−1 andM r+1 7→M r+1+∑ri=1M i.
M then becomes
M ′ =
(
Ai 06i6r−1 E
i
06i6r−1
Ci 06i6r−1 F
i
06i6r−1
)
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where Ai and Ci are as above, while E0 = A0/2, Ei = 0 for 1 6 i 6 r − 1,
F 0 = D0 +
∑
Ci and F i = Di − Ci for i > 0, i. e.
F i =

B0 +
r−1∑
j=0
Cj = 2B0 +
r−1∑
j=1
Aj for i = 0
Ai−1 −Ai+1 for 1 6 i 6 r − 2
Ar−2 −B0 for i = r − 1
.
Before going further, let’s kill the first column in the upper right block: it
is enough to subtract from this column (it is the r+ 1-th) a half of the first
one, namely M ′r+1 7→M ′r+1 − (1/2)M ′1, thus finding
M ′′ =
(
Ai 06i6r−1 0
Ci 06i6r−1 G
i
06i6r−1
)
where
Gi =

B0 − (1/2)A0 − (1/2)A1 for i = 0
Ai−1 −Ai+1 for 1 6 i 6 r − 2
Ar−2 −B0 for i = r − 1
.
We can now use all the Gi’s freely without changing the other blocks.
In particular, we will in the sequel operate in the submatrix formed by the
Gi’s. Observe, first of all, that
r−2∑
i=1
Gi = A0 +A1 −Ar−2 −Ar−1.
Using this, let’s substitute G0 7→ G0+(1/2)∑Gi, finding B0− (1/2)Ar−2−
(1/2)Ar−1 := X in the first column. Another step is now to change this in
X 7→ X + (1/2)Gr−1 = (1/2)B0 − (1/2)Ar−1 : M has now been reduced to
M ′′′ =
(
Ai 06i6r−1 0
Ci 06i6r−1 H
i
06i6r−1
)
where
H i =

(1/2)B0 − (1/2)Ar−1 for i = 0
Ai−1 −Ai+1 for 1 6 i 6 r − 2
Ar−2 −B0 for i = r − 1
.
Now we should transform Hr−1 7→ Hr−1 + 2H0 = Ar−2 − Ar−1 := H ′r−1.
Keeping on setting H i 7→ H i −H ′i+1 for 1 6 i 6 r − 2 we inductively build
a matrix N whose determinant satisfies det(N) = (1/2) det(M), namely
N =
(
Ai 06i6r−1 0
Ci 06i6r−1 H
′i
06i6r−1
)
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where
H ′i =
{
B0 −Ar−1 for i = 0
Ai−1 −Ai for 1 6 i 6 r − 1 .
Now we can finally perform our last transformations: the idea is to reduce
the right bottom block of N to a matrix having qA1 as second column. First
of all, we substitute H ′1 7→ H ′1 + 2H ′0 := T1: clearly every other column is
unchanged, while this second column becomes
A0 −A1 + 2B0 − 2Ar−1 =

−3τ1(η1)−
r−2∑
i=2
2τi(η1)− 4τr−1(η1)
...
−3τ1(ηr)−
r−2∑
i=2
2τi(ηr)− 4τr−1(ηr)

.
Now we can repeatedly subtract to this column suitable multiples of the
H ′i’s in order to be left only with −qA1: in fact, we define inductively
the matrix (as before, we perform these substitution only in the submatrix
formed by the H ′i’s)
Πj :=
H ′0, Tj−1 − 2j ·H ′r+1−j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tj
,H ′2, . . . ,H ′r−1
 , 2 6 j 6 r − 1 .
The definition of the H ′i’s implies that Tj = Tj−1 − 2jAr−j + 2jAr+1−j so
that Tj verifies
Tj =

−3τ1(η1)−
r−1−j∑
i=2
2τi(η1)− 2(j + 1)τr−j(η1)
...
−3τ1(ηr)−
r−1−j∑
i=2
2τi(ηr)− 2(j + 1)τr−j(ηr)

, 2 6 j 6 r − 3
and, for the remaining cases (as degenerate versions of the same formula),
Tr−2 =
 −3τ1(η1)− (q − 3)τ2(η1)...
−3τ1(ηr)− (q − 3)τ2(ηr)
 , Tr−1 =
 −qτ1(η1)...
−qτ1(ηr)
 = −qA1 .
Recalling now the definition of N and that the performed transformations
do not change the left hand blocks of it, we find
|det(M)| =1
2
|det(N)| =
=
q
2
∣∣∣det( Ai 06i6r−1 0
Ci 06i6r−1 Π
′
r−1
) ∣∣∣ , (41)
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where Π′r−1 is as Πr−1 but with the second column divided by −q. Looking
now at the definition of H ′i’s shows that we can still transform
Π′r−1 7→
(
B0, A1, A2, . . . , Ar
)
,
since A2 = A1−H ′2, A3 = A2−H ′3 and so on. For exactly the same reason,
the first column B0 may safely be substituted by (1/2)A0 so that finally
Π′r−1 7→
(
(1/2)A0, A1, . . . , Ar−1
)
and (41) shows that
|det(M)| = q
4
∣∣ det( Ai 06i6r−1 0
Ci 06i6r−1 A
i
06i6r−1
) ∣∣∣ .
At last, one can use the bottom right block to kill the bottom left one
without changing the upper left block, simply by the definition of the Ci’s:
thus
|det(M)| = q
4
∣∣∣ det( Ai 06i6r−1 0
0 Ai 06i6r−1
) ∣∣∣ = q|det(A)|2 ,
as we wanted.
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